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A Snapshot Update Of Our Programs in Nepal

Hello to All Our Supporters!

We want to give you a quick update on all the
work that the NGN teams have accomplished
on the ground in Nepal to change the lives of
so many children!

All of us at NGN have the same strong desire
to remove kids from their abusive situations
and bring them back home to their families.
We go to great lengths to stop kids from
falling asleep at night wondering if their
parents will ever come and take them away
from the nightmare they are living with.

Breaking News!
THANK YOU to all of our supporters! We have reached our fundraising and matching
funds goal! NGN has rescued 28 children over the last month. These kids were in very
bad shape- abused, scared, hungry and physically unwell.

Because of your generosity, we supported the government in rescuing these children.
The Government of Nepal takes child trafficking very seriously. NGN collaborates with the
government by receiving these children and providing a nurturing and safe place to stay
while we search to find their families. It is your support that makes a rescue, caring for
the children and reunifying them with their families possible.

Rescue, Reunification and
Monitoring



NGN has reconnected 615 children with their
families since we started in 2007. Many of the
children trafficked to Kathmandu were turned
into "paper orphans", meaning that false
records were created in a false name by the
trafficker to portray the child as also having
deceased parents. These children believe they
have no family. When they are finally rescued
they are severely damaged physically and
emotionally. It takes months to build trusting
relationships with them.
When a child is separated from his or her
parents at a young age, there isn't the opportunity to develop essential developmental
skills. They have had no long-term care givers, which is critical for a child's development.
Only in returning a child to his/her family are they able to feel safe, loved and cared for.
NGN provides the emotional support to trust again. Within hours of returning home, there
is renewed friendships, games, sharing and love. NGN has nurtured, hundreds of
children, and its success is the number of youth who have matured into adults and have
been provided education opportunities to attend college and trade schools and recover
from abuse at the hands of traffickers.

Read about a few of our amazing successes over the last few months. 

Family tracing is one of the first steps of
the reintegration process. We search
throughout rural Nepal for the parents of
rescued children. Here you see the
incredible moment when a mother sees
her children's photos after many years of
separation.

After being rescued in June, Aedesh is
back in his village with his family where he
belongs. He is busy doing well in school
and happily helping out his family
whenever he can.



Sabin was rescued from a corrupt
orphanage in March and is now doing
great! Here he is back at home with his
aunt and is clearly very happy.

Conor Returns to
Nepal!

Conor was back in Nepal in
January!

Here he is visiting with our staff in
the Kathmandu office.

Meeting with the US
Ambassador to Nepal
Samjyor, NGN's Country Director, and
Conor meeting with the US Ambassador to
Nepal. A very fruitful visit as they
discussed NGN's contributions to Nepal
and the support and trust that the US
Embassy has in our work and the influence
that NGN's case studies had with the State
Departments Report on"Trafficking in
Persons - The TIP report.



Little Princes Reunion!
How often does a founder of an
organization visit those he has
benefited? 
13 years later, Conor Grennan, the
Founder of NGN and author of
"Little Princes" visits Nepal for the
2nd time in three years to spend
time with these youth, the "Little
Princes", who have blossomed into
amazing young adults and are still
part of NGN's programs. This
friendship and trust is more then
just a "sponsorship", this
relationship is "family".

Our Amazing Advocacy!
Advocacy and education reduces and ultimately stops the trafficking of children. We
travel to the remotest areas in Nepal to perform our street drama on the signs and
dangers of trafficking to local governments, communities, schools and parent groups.
These performances draw all the residents of the villages we visit spreading the
message about child trafficking.

Through advocating and education, we can keep more children from ever facing the
horrors of trafficking in the first place.

These photos from the Humla District of
Nepal where our actors travel to remote
villages only connected by foot paths to
present NGN's street dramas on "The
Dangers of Child Trafficking". Prevention



is the first step that we take in protecting
vulnerable children and families from the
horrors of child abuse.

NGN's work makes a difference!
Donate Here to Support Our Work!

Click Here!

https://www.nextgenerationnepal.org/get-involved/donate/
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